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RESEARCH ARTICLE
10.1002/2015WR017658

Steady nonuniform shallow flow within emergent vegetation

Wei-Jie Wang1,2, Wen-Xin Huai1, Sally Thompson3, and Gabriel G. Katul2,4

1State Key Laboratory of Water Resources and Hydropower Engineering Science, Wuhan University, Wuhan, China,
2Nicholas School of the Environment, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, USA, 3Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, USA, 4Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, USA

Abstract Surface flow redistribution on flat ground from crusted bare soil to vegetated patches follow-
ing intense rainfall events elevates plant available water above that provided by rainfall. The significance of
this surface water redistribution to sustaining vegetation in arid and semiarid regions is undisputed. What is
disputed is the quantity and spatial distribution of the redistributed water. In ecohydrological models, such
nonuniform flows are described using the Saint-Venant equation (SVE) subject to a Manning roughness
coefficient closure. To explore these assumptions in the most idealized setting, flume experiments were
conducted using rigid cylinders representing rigid vegetation with varying density. Flow was induced along
the streamwise x direction by adjusting the free water surface height H(x) between the upstream and down-
stream boundaries mimicking the nonuniformity encountered in nature. In natural settings, such H(x) varia-
tions arise due to contrasts in infiltration capacity and ponded depths during storms. The measured H(x)
values in the flume were interpreted using the SVE augmented with progressively elaborate approximations
to the roughness representation. The simplest approximation employs a friction factor derived from a drag
coefficient (Cd) for isolated cylinders in a locally (but not globally) uniform flow and upscaled using the rod
density that was varied across experiments. Comparison between measured and modeled H(x) suggested
that such a ‘‘naive’’ approach overpredicts H(x). Blockage was then incorporated into the SVE model calcula-
tions but resulted in underestimation of H(x). Biases in modeled H(x) suggest that Cd must be varying in x
beyond what a local or bulk Reynolds number predicts. Inferred Cd(x) from the flume experiments exhibited
a near-parabolic shape most peaked in the densest canopy cases. The outcome of such Cd(x) variations is
then summarized in a bulk resistance formulation that may be beneficial to modeling runon-runoff proc-
esses on shallow slopes using SVE.

1. Introduction

In regions where the landscape is a two-phase mosaic comprising of bare soil and vegetation, lateral water
redistribution following intense rainfall events appears to be necessary for sustaining vegetation biomass
(grassy, shrubby, or combination). On flat or gently sloping terrain, differential free water surface elevations
can arise between bare soil locations and vegetated patches during intense rainfall events because of con-
trasts in infiltration capacity that can span several orders of magnitude [Bromley et al., 1997; Valentin and
d’Herbès, 1999; Thompson et al., 2010; Assouline et al., 2015]. These differences in the free water surface can
drive flow between bare and vegetated sites, which upon infiltrating beneath vegetation canopies increases
plant available water beyond that provided directly by throughfall. A large corpus of data and model results
suggest that the aforementioned lateral surface water redistribution is an essential mechanism for vegeta-
tion maintenance in arid and semiarid regions [Rietkerk et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2008; Kefi et al., 2008;
Kletter et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Assouline et al., 2015]. These runoff-runon mechanisms are also thought
to be integral to the formation of coherent spatial patterning of vegetation in some ecosystems systems
[Rietkerk et al., 2002], as illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a site in central Australia where a tenfold con-
trast in infiltration capacity was measured between bare and vegetated locations [Dunkerley, 2002].

Providing quantitative predictions about how the properties of the land surface, vegetation patch size and
structure interact to determine the spatial distribution and total volume of infiltrated water in runon-runoff
situations remains challenging. Generally, the flows relevant to water redistribution occur on fairly flat
slopes (� 2%) [Rietkerk et al., 2002] that preclude formation of rills and flow concentration that can route
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water around vegetated patches and decrease the efficiency of runoff as a mechanism directing water to
vegetated patches. Thus, the spatial gradient of the free water surface tends to be the dominant factor driv-
ing water movement toward vegetated patches instead of the land-surface slope (Figure 1). Within vege-
tated patches, emergent vegetation imposes additional drag on the flowing water, causing it to decelerate
(e.g., Figure 1). This mechanism increases the residence time of water within the vegetated patch and
enhances the cumulative infiltration into the rooting zone [Rietkerk et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2011; Kon-
ings et al., 2011; Assouline et al., 2015]. When integrated on seasonal to annual time scales, this water sub-
sidy promotes further biomass growth and thus increases the residence time for water within the patch,
generating a positive feedback on vegetation growth.

Quantitative predictions about the volume and spatial distribution of infiltrated water require a description
of the lateral flow process. As outlined above, free surface gradients represent the major driving force for
the flow on flat surfaces, meaning that kinematic representations widely used in runoff modeling [Smith
et al., 1995] are not applicable. On the other hand, the shallow (<5 cm) flow depths expected and the
uncertainties in the distribution of roughness elements imposed by the emergent vegetation preclude an
explicit description of turbulent flow statistics in this zone. The key hydrological variables required for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the flow from a crusted bare soil to a vegetated patch driven by infiltration contrast between the vegetation
zone and the crusted (or nearly sealed) soil. (b) The occurrence of such lateral subsidy in arid and semiarid ecosystem showcased in Aus-
tralia (223.452226, 133.381763) from Google Earth. (c) Modeling nonuniform vegetated flow in a laboratory experiment with a flow drop
at the end of the vegetated section controlling the nonuniformity instead of a continuous infiltration process within the vegetated zone.
(d) Arrangement of the cylinders in the flume experiments. (e) Prediction of the flow surface line H(x) from the Saint-Venant equation (SVE)
where the drag force imposed by the vegetation on the flow is replaced by a bed and a side friction through an equivalent surface rough-
ness linked to the vegetation drag coefficient Cd and the vegetation density. Translating the interaction of cylinders into an equivalent sur-
face roughness to be used in modeling water subsidies using the SVE frames the scope of the work here. (f) An image taken by a side-
view camera for Run A described in the experiments.
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quantifying the redistribution of water in Figure 1 are primarily bulk velocity (affecting the residence time)
and water depth (affecting the infiltration rate). Depth and bulk velocity are natural outcomes of the Saint-
Venant equation (SVE), subject to a suitable closure model to generate a friction factor, f, describing the
effects of drag imposed by the vegetation on the flow. The SVE thus provides a suitable framework for mod-
eling the movement of water from bare to vegetated sites [Abrahams et al., 1986; Ajayi et al., 2008; Holden
et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2011; Konings et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Foti and Ram�ırez, 2013; Chen et al.,
2013; Assouline et al., 2015]. In open channel settings, similar approaches have proven reasonably robust
and generalizable [Green, 2005]. For example, individual plant species with differing spatial distributions of
leaf area and stems have been shown to not significantly alter f [Nikora et al., 2008]. Indeed, there is an
extensive literature in ‘‘ecohydraulics’’ that addresses the effect of vegetation on the bulk flow, mean veloc-
ity, and the vertical distribution of turbulent stresses in uniform open channel flow subjected to various
driving gradients [J€arvel€a, 2002; Poggi et al., 2004a; Carollo et al., 2005; Huthoff et al., 2007; Nepf and Ghisal-
berti, 2008; Poggi et al., 2009; Huai et al., 2009; Luhar et al., 2008; Katul et al., 2011; Nepf, 2012; Konings et al.,
2012; Siniscalchi et al., 2012; Huai et al., 2013; Okamoto and Nezu, 2013; Huai et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015;
Banerjee et al., 2015]. The specific case here, however, with emergent vegetation interacting with a nonuni-
form and complex flow in the absence of a strong driving land surface gradient, has yet to be explored. Fur-
thermore, predictions from the SVE that are used in modeling water flow in such system have not been
evaluated. The flume experiments described here aim to represent the main features of the free-surface-
driven overland flow problem for flat, vegetated surfaces, and provide a basis for comparison with the pre-
dictions of the SVE. By no means these experiments are intended to describe all aspects and nuisances of
the real system. However, they do provide some bench mark data to compare SVE calculations when closed
with a prespecified local roughness or friction factor as commonly conducted in recent studies [Assouline
et al., 2015].

The flume experiments consisted of a flat surface with a short ‘‘vegetated’’ patch, composed of uniformly
distributed cylinders, as shown in Figure 1. Flow at the upstream end is maintained as a fixed head condi-
tion (analogous to the ponded depth on a bare soil in the natural setting), and flow at the downstream end
was held at a fixed (and lower) depth by adjusting the outflow conditions and the vegetation patch length.
This is analogous to a situation where the infiltration rate increases with distance into the vegetated patch,
rather than at the immediate interface between the vegetated and bare sites, a situation that occurs in
banded vegetation communities within the Sahel [Galle et al., 1999]. These head and flow boundary condi-
tions were selected given the difficulty in adjusting a spatially variable infiltration rate contrast for different
vegetation densities. All experiments were conducted using a steady flow rate Q that was selected to main-
tain an emergent vegetation state and subcritical depth. To facilitate comparisons with other experiments,
vegetation stems were represented with rigid cylinders of diameter D anchored to the ground with Lx and
Ly denoting longitudinal (x) and transverse (y) spacing distances between two adjacent cylinders as shown
in Figure 1. The vegetation patch size and density were systematically varied to produce different flow con-
ditions, and the steady, but nonuniform, water surface levels that resulted were imaged for each configura-
tion (e.g., see Figure 1).

The flume experiments do not allow analysis of several features that could impact the runon-runoff problem
in practice, including nonuniformity in the vegetation distribution, wind and rain effects at the water sur-
face, and microtopographic variations of the bed surface. Several other features of the general problem of
describing flow over rough surfaces are also omitted in the analysis, primarily because they are unlikely to
be significant for the runoff-runon scenario in drylands. These include the relative submergence of the veg-
etation [Lawrence, 2000; Roche et al., 2007; Poggi et al., 2009], which will influence vegetation drag if the
plant has a nonuniform distribution of biomass vertically, and the potential for bending or waving when
the vegetation is flexible thereby allowing some reconfiguration and drag reduction [Velasco et al., 2008;
Kubrak et al., 2008; Yang and Choi, 2009; Dijkstra and Uittenbogaard, 2010]. The slender and rigid canopy ele-
ments modeled in the flume here most closely resemble rigid desert grasses—a broad and extensive vege-
tation morphology in drylands (e.g., Hilaria rigida (USA) [Nobel, 1980], Stipagrostis sabulicola (Namibia)
[Roth-Nebelsick et al., 2012], and Triodia and Plectrachne genera (Australia) [Wasson and Nanninga, 1986]).
The cylinders are also of uniform width thereby ignoring nonuniformity expected in stem size distribution.
Finally, the experiments were narrowly focused on steady nonuniform flow. While the effects of nonsteadi-
ness may be significant, they can be accommodated within the SVE framework described here provided
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the nonuniformity in water depth maintains its gradual state [Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967; Thompson et al.,
2011; Konings et al., 2011].

For each combination of vegetation patch size and density, the SVE was used to analyze the water surface
levels that were imaged at steady state. The analysis considered several elaborations of the representation
of the drag force induced by the vegetation. To relate the vegetation characteristics to a drag coefficient,
the vegetation-induced drag force was conceptualized as an equivalent shear stress applied to the channel
bed. The solution method involves identifying the roughness distribution (i.e., drag coefficient distribution)
that yields the observed water surface profile for a specified Q (see Figure 1). For an isolated cylinder, that
drag coefficient distribution can be depth integrated to yield a friction factor (or roughness value) that
decreases monotonically with increasing Reynolds number in steady and uniform flow [Tanino and Nepf,
2008; Cheng and Nguyen, 2010].

Here the drag coefficients obtained from several published rigid rod-canopy studies were first considered.
These drag coefficients were depth integrated and applied to the nonuniform flow experiments here after
linking the drag coefficient to the friction factor. Their ability to reproduce the measured water level varia-
tion within the vegetated section at a given Q and vegetation density was explored within the SVE. As
shown, unacceptable deviations between predicted and measured water levels were found, motivating an
analysis of the spatial variation of the friction factor or roughness coefficient along the vegetated section
for various vegetation densities but the same Q. A main outcome of this work is a bulk resistance formula-
tion that summarizes the flume experiments and a bulk drag coefficient that may be operationally imple-
mented in closure schemes for the SVE when predicting the lateral redistribution of water while accounting
for nonuniformity in the flow, as shown in Figure 1.

2. Theory

2.1. Overview and Basic Definitions
Consider a rectangular channel with a constant width B, water depth H(x), cross-sectional area A(x) 5 BH(x),
and hydraulic radius RðxÞ5AðxÞ=ðB12HðxÞÞ. The flow in the channel occurs at a constant flow rate Q in
streamwise direction x. The bulk velocity is U(x) 5 Q=A(x) (this definition is revised later to account for the
vegetation volume within the channel). The friction slope Sf (or energy grade line slope) is defined as the
total energy head loss per unit streamwise length:

Sf 52
@E
@x

52
@

@x
zg1

p
c

1av
U2

2g

� �
; (1)

where E is the total energy head, zg is the elevation of channel ground above a datum, p 5 cH is the hydro-
static pressure with c 5 qg being the specific weight of the fluid, av is a correction coefficient for the kinetic
energy head (av 5 1 is adopted here for simplicity given the shallow nature of the flow though it may vary
with distance for nonuniform flow), and g is the gravitational acceleration. With bed slope S052@zg=@x,
equation (1) is rearranged in its familiar SVE form for steady conditions:

U
@U
@x

1g
@H
@x

2g S02Sfð Þ50; (2)

with bed slope S0 � 0 for the runon-runoff problem that is considered here. Because Sf is finite and S0 � 0, the
kinematic wave approximation cannot be invoked. Also, with the advective term being significant and nonuni-
form along x, diffusive wave approximations also cannot be invoked. When combined with the continuity equa-
tion UðxÞ5QðBHðxÞÞ21, the SVE provides a second equation relating H and U while introducing a new variable
Sf that is generally unknown and requires a mathematical closure to estimate its value from the channel flow
variables (U and H) and vegetation properties. A widely accepted relation used as a closure model is to assume
locally uniform flow, which permits the use of Mannings equation (in SI units) to relate Sf to U and H using:

U5
1
n

R2=3S1=2
f ; (3)

provided the Manning roughness coefficient n is a priori known at this location [Thompson et al., 2011;
Konings et al., 2011; Foti and Ram�ırez, 2013; Chen et al., 2013]. This assumption may be reasonable if the
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overall change in water level across the entire vegetated patch length in Figure 1 is small or the nonuni-
formity in H(x) is gradual as is the case here. The Sf can also be calculated using the more common Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor:

f 5
8gRSf

U2
: (4)

When combining equation (3) with equation (4), the two standard roughness parameters n and f are related
using

n5
f

8g

� �1=2

R1=6: (5)

Hence, specifying n is equivalent to specifying f. For open channel flow without vegetation, the roughness
parameter n (or f) may be estimated from the mean protrusion height of the material covering the channel
ground and sidewalls. However, such roughness determination becomes complicated in the presence of
vegetation elements (stems or leaves). Steady and locally uniform flow conditions require a local force bal-
ance between the flow driving mechanism and the drag term. For a given length-scale dx along the stream-
wise direction, the flow driving mechanism is ½cBHdxð12/vegÞSf � where /veg is defined as the area
concentration of stems, and the resistance forces are due to three terms: (1) vegetation drag ½BdxFD�, with
FD the vegetation drag force per unit ground-area, (2) ground friction ½Bdxð12/vegÞsground�, with sground the
ground friction per unit ground-area, and (3) sidewall friction ½2Hdxswall�, with swall the sidewall friction per
unit sidewall area. The force balance between the driving mechanism and resistance along the streamwise
direction yields

cBHdxð12/vegÞSf 5BdxFD1Bdxð12/vegÞsground12Hdxswall; (6)

that reduces to

cBHð12/vegÞSf 5BFD1Bð12/vegÞsground12Hswall; (7)

where sground5ð1=8ÞqU2fground and swall5ð1=8ÞqU2fwall given by Darcy-Weisbach formula with roughness
parameter fground and fwall. It is to be noted that on the right-hand side of equation (7), the vegetation drag
BFD is much larger than the ground and sidewall frictions (Bð12/vegÞsground and 2Hswall), and a discussion
on the impact of boundary (ground and sidewall) friction is presented in a later section. Without the effect
of ground and sidewalls, the simplified force balance yields

cHð12/vegÞSf 5FD: (8)

For stems approximated by cylinders with diameter D, the spatially averaged vegetation drag per unit
ground area is given by [Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2004; Nepf, 2012; Huai et al., 2014]

FD5
1
2

Cd mDHqU2; (9)

where Cd is the depth-averaged drag coefficient of the cylindrical vegetation, and m 5 1=(LxLy) is the num-
ber of vegetation stems per unit ground area. The D is interpreted as the frontal width of the vegetation
stem (equivalent to the diameter of cylindrical vegetation elements). So the relationship between m and /v

eg is /veg5mpD2=4. The sought-after slope Sf in the SVE can be linked to Cd by inserting the definition of
the vegetation drag (equation (9)) into the force balance expression (equation (8)), yielding:

Sf 5
Cd mD
ð12/vegÞ

U2

2g
: (10)

Without the effect of sidewalls, the ‘‘effective’’ wetted length is the channel width B when adopting the con-
cept of equivalent roughness imposed on ground from vegetation stems. The hydraulic radius can be calcu-
lated by R � HB=ðBÞ5H, and an equivalent Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for the vegetation f 5 fveg can
now be derived by inserting equation (10) into equation (4) [Poggi et al., 2009].

fveg5
4Cd mDH
12/veg

: (11)
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If Cd for the vegetated flow is known, then inserting equation (10) into SVE (equation (2)) allows the deter-
mination of H(x) provided an appropriate boundary condition (e.g., H0 at x 5 0) is specified. It should be
noted that the ‘‘effective flow width’’ is actually narrower than the channel width due to the presence of cyl-
inders. To adjust for such narrowing effect, the effective flow width Be is used instead of channel width B
when solving the SVE. For a unit length along the streamwise direction, the bed area is B and the area occu-
pied by water is Bð12/vegÞ. Hence, the ‘‘effective flow width’’ is Be5Bð12/vegÞ. The bulk flow velocity within
an emergent vegetated system can be determined as follows [Tanino and Nepf, 2008; Cheng and Nguyen,
2010]:

UðxÞ5 Q
BeHðxÞ5

Q
Bð12/vegÞHðxÞ

: (12)

The Cd may be determined as a function of the ‘‘local’’ Reynolds number when no interaction between indi-
vidual cylinders occurs. That is, the effect of each cylinder on the flow occurs in isolation (no sheltering or
blockage). The ‘‘local’’ Reynolds number is then computed at point x from U(x) and D as Red5UD=m, where m
is the kinematic viscosity. At a given local Reynolds number, the Cd for an isolated cylinder (labeled as Cd-iso)
can be approximated by [Cheng, 2012]:

Cd2iso511Red
20:7510:9C1ðRedÞ11:2C2ðRedÞ; (13)

where

C1ðRedÞ512exp 2
1000
Red

� �
; (14)

and

C2ðRedÞ512exp 2
Red

4500

� �0:7
" #

: (15)

A large number of experiments suggest that in dense cylindrical canopies, the assumption that each cylin-
der acts on the flow in isolation is not entirely valid [Poggi et al., 2004a]. Other experimental evidence also
suggest that the friction factor f for vegetated surfaces varies as a function of parameters other than the
local Reynolds number (i.e., other than the local bulk velocity and roughness element length scale) [Kouwen
and Fathi-Moghadam, 2000; Fathi-Moghadam et al., 2011]. These deviations are commonly attributed to the
type of interaction between the flow and the cylinders, which can be classified into two categories: blocking
and sheltering. When the bulk Reynolds number is sufficiently small so that viscous effects cannot be
ignored relative to the form drag, the viscous boundary layers forming around the cylinders along the lat-
eral direction generate a wide slow-moving flow region with a path smaller than the spacing between cylin-
ders. This low-velocity region results in a higher resistance than expected from an isolated cylinder case, so
that Cd > Cd-iso. This effect is labeled as a ‘‘blocking effect.’’ Previous studies [Tanino and Nepf, 2008] verified
the occurrence of the ‘‘blocking effect’’ showing that when Red< 1000, Cd increases with (i) increasing vege-
tation density and (ii) decreasing Red. However, the opposite occurs at very high Reynolds number (i.e.,
Red � 1000). In this case, the laminar boundary attached to the solid interface is sufficiently thin relative to
the rod spacing so that the ‘‘blocking effect’’ is entirely suppressed. Instead, the cylinders become a new
source of turbulent kinetic energy (wake production) with horizontal vortices resembling von Karman
streets. These von Karman streets grow in size, experiencing a form of an inverse cascade after being
spawned from the cylinders. This growth is self-limiting because the interaction between these wakes and
the cylinders sets a maximum size attained for the vortices. An increase in mean velocity leads to an
increase in the rate at which the von Karman vortices are spawned (at frequency 5 fVKS) and fill the space
between the cylinders. Hence, increasing the Reynolds number actually leads to a decrease in the drag coef-
ficient. This leads to Cd < Cd-iso, an effect commonly labeled as ‘‘sheltering effect.’’ The sheltering effect has
been shown to occur in flume experiments for a uniform rod canopy at high Reynolds number [Poggi et al.,
2004b]. Viewed differently, in the case of an isolated cylinder, the local velocity relaxes to its background
state at sufficiently large distance from the cylinder. The drag coefficient is dictated by the extent of the
region needed for the flow to reattain this background state from its no-slip value at the cylinder-fluid inter-
face. In the case of low Red, this background state is unaltered but the extended (viscous) region becomes
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comparable to the separation distance between the rods, resulting in ‘‘blockage.’’ In the case of very high
Red, a new background (and almost well mixed) state emerges, filling much of the space within the array of
cylinders. The new background state is sustained by more frequent spawning of von Karman streets by the
rods with increasing U. For the experiments here, the flow is likely to experience more frequently ‘‘blockage’’
instead of ‘‘sheltering’’ effects. There is a third effect that is entirely absent in the uniform flow case, which
arises from the nonuniformity in the advective and dH/dx terms and shares some resemblance to ‘‘disper-
sive’’ stresses (i.e., stresses arising from spatial variability around the uniform flow state). Those effects can
impact Cd when the flow is approximated by a locally uniform state. As shown later, such effects can lead to
anomalous Cd-Red relations that are nonmonotonic.

Cheng and Nguyen [2010] reported a monotonic decline in Cd but with an increasing vegetation-related
Reynolds number (Rev) for canopies composed of cylinders. These experiments, presumed to represent uni-
form and nonuniform flow conditions, are dominated by the ‘‘blocking effect’’ [Ishikawa et al., 2000; James
et al., 2004; Tanino and Nepf, 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Ferreira et al., 2009; Kothyari et al., 2009; Stoesser et al.,
2010]. Their empirical drag coefficient for vegetation array (labeled as Cd-array) fitted to a large library of
experiments (the range of /v eg is 0.0022–0.35, and range of Rev is 50 2 6 3 105) is given as [Cheng and
Nguyen, 2010]

Cd-array550ðRevÞ20:43
10:7 12exp 2

Rev

15000

� �� �
; (16)

where Rev5URv=m is the vegetation-related Reynolds and Rv (that differs from R) is a vegetation-related
hydraulic radius given by

Rv5
p
4

12/veg

/veg
D: (17)

Note that Rv includes the effects of D and /veg.

The Cd-iso and Cd-array can be used for determining Cd so as to solve for H(x) in the SVE across a range of veg-
etation densities and configurations trialed in the experiments (described next). The results are evaluated in
terms of the ability of the parametrized SVE to reproduce the observed, steady state, H(x) along the vege-
tated section.

To further analyze deviations in Cd from the aforementioned predicted behavior (isolated and blocking) due
to flow nonuniformity, the spatial variations in Cd can be inferred using an inversion procedure applied to
the SVE so as to obtain Cd-new(x) from the flume data.

2.2. Inverting for Cd

The observed H(x) for various vegetation densities assembled from the flume experiments can be analyzed
to obtain an empirical estimate of the spatial variations in the drag coefficient Cd-new as follows. Substitute
equation (10) into equation (2) to obtain

Cd-new5
2g 12/veg

� �
mD

P�2A�ð Þ; (18)

with a pressure component (P*) originating from @ðp=cÞ=@x of equation (1) given as

P�5 2
@H
@x

� �
1

U2
; (19)

and an advection component (A*), originating from @ðav U2=ð2gÞÞ=@x in equation (1)

A�5 2
@H
@x

� �
1

gH
: (20)

Implementing this procedure raises the pragmatic question of how to estimate @H=@x from the measured
H(x) that inherently contains nontrivial noise and oscillations that cannot be approximated by monochro-
matic waves.
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2.3. Noise Reduction in H(x) and ›H=›x
Obtaining a reasonable estimate of @H=@x from imaged H(x) is challenging because approximations to the
differential operator are sensitive to the noise level in the measured H(x) surface. Smoothing the measured
H(x) to ensure that local approximations to the derivative are compatible with the global shape of the water
surface can ameliorate some of this uncertainty. Optimally, the H(x) surface could be approximated by a
continuous and smooth function that is both (i) analytically differentiable and (ii) can be robustly inferred
from H(x) measurements without overfitting. This function must also satisfy some additional elementary
constraints, including @H=@x < 0 and @2H=@x2 < 0 as expected for gradually varied flows of the M2 type
[Subramanya, 2009]. An effective mathematical function that satisfies these two constraints is:

@H
@x

5
c1

x2c2
; (21)

where c1 and c2 are the constants to be determined from regression analysis of H(x) upon x. The H(x) can be
estimated by integrating equation (21) to yield

H5c1ln jx2c2j1c3; (22)

where c3 is an integration constant. A ‘‘robust regression’’ scheme using MATLAB Software (version 14,
MathSoft) was used to determine c1, c2, and c3 from measured H(x) for all runs (robust regression gives less
weight to outliers in the inference of c1 to c3). As expected, the boundary conditions on the flow depth H(0),
HðLÞ > Hcr , the vegetated section length L as well as /veg impact the numerical values of c1, c2, and c3,
where H3

cr5½ðQ=BÞ2�=g is the critical depth expected to occur at x=L> 1 in the vicinity of the drop positioned
shortly after the end of the vegetated section as discussed next.

3. Experiments

Flume experiments were conducted in a 10 m long, B 5 0.3 m wide glass flume at the State Key Laboratory
of Water Resources and Hydro-power Engineering Science at Wuhan University in China. Figure 1f shows a
typical side-view image of the vegetation and the water surface. The flume bed is set flat (S0 5 0). The vege-
tation was represented by plastic cylinders with each cylinder having a diameter D 5 8 mm and a length of
hv 5 250 mm. The flow rate was selected to ensure that the vegetation remained emergent for all experi-
mental trials.

The cylinders were positioned on a 10 mm thick plastic board covered with holes to accommodate the cyl-
inders and facilitate variation in /veg. Although the physical set up has similarities to previous experiments
[e.g., Tanino and Nepf, 2008], the cylinders here were arranged in a regular linear configuration (unlike the
random arrays used in the previous studies) to ensure a locally uniform resistance. Eight vegetation den-
sities and patch lengths, labeled Runs A to H throughout and summarized in Table 1, were undertaken with
/veg50:419; 0:291; 0:206; 0:163; 0:073; 0:041; 0:018; 0:010, respectively. For all the runs, a steady flow rate
was set to Q 5 0.00384 m3 s21. Because of the drop structure after the vegetated patch, the water depth in
the vicinity of the drop must traverse Hcr that is fixed for a specified Q and B. Hence, the degree of flow non-
uniformity across the vegetation patch (and the upstream depth prior to the vegetation patch) was con-
trolled by the vegetation patch length L, also summarized in Table 1. The combination of Q and selected L
ensured that Hcr < HðxÞ < hv for all /veg.

When the flow attained steady state, the flow depth H(x) for each /veg was captured by a side-view camera,
illustrated here in Figure 1f for Run A. It should be noted that H(x) was measured from the upper surface of
the plastic board to the flow surface. From such images, H(x) is delineated for the flow surface line for each
/veg. For reference, x 5 0 denotes the starting point (inlet) of the flow into the vegetation zone (normalized
x15x=L � 1). When presenting the water level measurements, the normalized H1ðxÞ5HðxÞ=H0 where
H0 5 H(0) is used to emphasize the degree of nonuniformity. The measured H0 values just upstream from
the vegetation section are summarized in Table 1.

Four boards with different /board50:419; 0:291; 0:206, and 0.163 were used to construct the
/veg50:419; 0:291; 0:206; 0:163; 0:073; 0:041; 0:018; 0:010. The /board is defined as the fractional area cov-
ered by holes on the bare board, i.e., /board5m0pD2=4, with m0 being the number of holes on the bare
board per unit board area. For Runs A, B, C, and D, /board5/veg, i.e., all the holes were occupied by a
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cylinder. In Runs E and F, cylinders were embedded in alternate holes in the x and y direction of the board,
while for Runs G and H, cylinders were embedded in every third hole on the board. Table 1 lists /board; /veg,
and /hole (denoting the fractional area of holes on the board after embedding the cylinders) for all runs.

4. Results and Discussion

The results and discussion are structured as follows: section 4.1 presents a comparisons between imaged
and modeled H(x) using Cd-iso given by equation (13) (no interaction between cylinders) and Cd-array given
by equation (16) (interaction derived from other experiments due to blockage) for all the /veg cases. As
shown later, both Cd formulations fail to reproduce measured H(x) in regions of high flow nonuniformity
(Figure 2). This failure prompted interest in how Cd empirically varies along x (related to local Reynolds num-
ber) for different /veg. Section 4.2 shows the empirical determinations of H(x) and @H=@x needed for deter-
mining Cd-new empirically, with reasonable fit to the experiments. Using these fitted results to H(x), the
determination of the empirical Cd-new is presented in section 4.3. The empirical Cd-new exhibits a nonmono-
tonic character along with Reynolds number (Rev or Red), showing a parabolic-like pattern for each /veg due
to U variations along x. Section 4.4 explores the possible causes for such nonmonotonic character by analyz-
ing the behavior of two terms—Pressure (P*) and Advection (A*) components—in the streamwise direction.
It is shown that the interaction between P* and A*, arising from nonuniformity in the flow, contributes to
this near-parabolic behavior. A summary formulation for Cd(x) that encodes much of the H(x) data here and
may be operationally used in the SVE while accommodating the variations in /veg, Red, and Rev is presented
in section 4.5. Finally, the impacts of ground and sidewall frictions are discussed in section 4.6. The outcome
of this analysis suggests that neglecting ground and sidewall frictions is reasonable for the experiments
here.

4.1. Data-Model Comparisons
Figure 2 presents a comparison between measured normalized H1(5HðxÞ=H0) and SVE model calculations
when setting Cd to Cd-iso and Cd-array for all /veg cases. In the SVE calculations, each vegetated section was
decomposed into mg 5 1000 grid points, so that Dx 5 L=mg. Starting with the initial upstream condition set
by the measurements H0, the downstream H and U are iteratively solved between x 5 0 and x 5 Dx assum-
ing UðxÞ5Q=ðBeHðxÞÞ. The solution at x 5 Dx serves as the upstream condition when progressing from
x 5 Dx to x 5 2Dx, and so forth until the entire vegetation section is covered or critical depth is attained. To
ensure grid independence, mg was dropped to 500 and the maximum difference in H between the two mg

solutions differed by less than 0.1%. It is evident from the comparison in Figure 2 that when Cd is set to Cd-

iso, the SVE model calculations (green lines in Figure 2) overestimate the measured H(x) for all /veg. The over-
estimation of H(x) is large in the normalized x1(5 x=L) region experiencing the highest nonuniformity (i.e.,
near the outlet). When setting Cd to Cd-array (and hence accounting for blockage), the SVE calculations (red
lines in Figure 2) underestimate the measured H(x) for higher nonuniformity, and then tends to overesti-
mate measured H(x) for lower nonuniformity. Only for the two sparsest vegetation cases (/veg < 0:02),
acceptable agreements were shown between the model calculations and measured H(x). The degree of
nonuniformity for the sparsest two vegetation cases is small suggesting that nonuniformity in flow causes
deviations between SVE calculated and modeled H(x) in the denser vegetation conditions. This comparison
demonstrates that for a nonuniform flow, the use of SVE with Sf estimated from Cd-iso and recent corrections

Table 1. Parameters of Each Case in the Experimental Runsa

Run /veg /board /hole L (m) H0 (m) c1 c2 c3

A 0.419 0.419 0 0.7125 0.2145 0.0753 0.8223 0.2280
B 0.291 0.291 0 0.6353 0.1379 0.0427 0.7241 0.1494
C 0.206 0.206 0 0.6482 0.1107 0.0312 0.7224 0.1176
D 0.163 0.163 0 0.6581 0.0984 0.0282 0.7462 0.1058
E 0.073 0.291 0.218 0.6162 0.0715 0.0192 0.7410 0.0767
F 0.041 0.163 0.122 0.6560 0.0628 0.0182 0.7818 0.0655
G 0.018 0.291 0.273 0.5251 0.0536 0.0110 1.0069 0.0528
H 0.010 0.163 0.153 0.5275 0.0466 0.0897 5.6622 20.1087

aNote: /hole5/board2/veg . c1, c2, and c3 are directly from the fitting of measured water surface profile.
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to them (mainly due to blockage) such as those in Cd-array remain unsatisfactory. This lack of agreement
between measurements and model calculations motivated the empirical analysis to infer the appropriate
Cd(x) to be used in the SVE calculations so as to optimally recover the flume experiment measured H(x) (or
their smoothed version).

4.2. Empirical Determination of H(x) and ›H=›x
The outcome of the regression analysis used to approximate the measured H(x) surfaces with the function
given in equation (22) is summarized in Table 1. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate acceptable agreement
between measured and fitted (i) H(x) and (ii) @HðxÞ=@x functions, respectively. This analysis suggested that
equation (22) can be reliably used to represent the ‘‘smoothed’’ H(x) data for the purposes of calculating the
empirical Cd-newðxÞ in equation (18) for Runs A to F. However, for Runs G and H, obvious ‘‘waviness’’ in the
flow surface introduces additional noise in the estimated @HðxÞ=@x. So in the following discussion, regres-
sion parameters (c1, c2, and c3) for Runs G and H were not considered.

4.3. Inverse Computation of Cd-new

Figure 5a presents the empirical drag coefficient Cd-new variations with variations in Red (that ranges from
830 to 3530) for each /veg, showing a nonmonotonic character. Figure 5b presents the normalized ratio of
the empirical drag coefficient to the computed isolated vegetation element case Cd-new=Cd-iso for each /veg

along with Red. Figures 5a and 5b are similar because the computed Cd-iso does not change much around
unity for Red ranging from 830 to 3530 when compared with Cd-new. The Cd-new=Cd-iso increases from the
inlet (low Red), reaching a peak value, and then decreases toward the outlets (higher Red) reaching Cd-new=

Cd-iso51 when Red � 3000 (this value somewhat varies for different /veg). The decline in Cd-new=Cd-iso with
increased Red up to unity appears to resemble the blockage effect. From this point onward, Cd-new=Cd-iso

< 1 and resembles sheltering effects. Overall, the blocking effect resulted in Cd-new=Cd-iso 2 ð1; 2Þ and the
sheltering effect resulted in Cd-new=Cd-iso 2 ð0:4; 1Þ.

Figure 2. Comparison between measured and predicted normalized water level H15HðxÞ=H0 along the normalized streamwise direction x1 5 x=L using the Saint-Venant equation for
each /veg case with different Cd approximations (different color lines). Dots indicate measured values from the side-view camera, the green lines are predictions made using Cd-iso, the
red lines are predictions made using Cd-array, and the black lines are based on the newly proposed Cd-new model for steady nonuniform flow within cylindrical emergent vegetation.
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Figure 5c shows comparison between Cd-new and Cd-array for each /veg using the modified Reynolds number
Rev [Cheng and Nguyen, 2010] that ranges from 900 to 64,900 here. For Runs A, B, C, and D, the derived Cd-

new appears smaller than Cd-array from Cheng and Nguyen [2010] (i.e., blockage underestimated relative to
values obtained in the literature for uniform flow). For Runs E and F, the computed Cd-new crosses Cd-array fol-
lowed by a decline after attaining a local peak. It appears that Cd-new is roughly bounded in magnitude
between Cd-iso and Cd-array for Runs A to D and tends to cross Cd-array for Runs E and F, shown in Figure 5d.
What is peculiar and unexpected here is the nonmonotonic behavior of Cd with increasing Reynolds num-
ber (Red or Rev), which was not observed in previous uniform flow studies. The possible origin of this anoma-
lous nonmonotonic behavior in Cd-new is now further analyzed.

4.4. The Nonmonotonic Cd-new-Re Relation
The ratio of the advection component (A*) to the pressure component (P*), i.e., A*/P* is shown in Figure 6.
When x=L < 0:8; A� is negligible (A�=P� < 10%) for all /veg � 0:163 and the flow can be reasonably treated
as locally uniform. However, A*/P* reaches almost 60% for x=L> 0.8 for /veg � 0:163. For /veg50:073; A�=
P� increases from 5% to 40%, which signifies the effect of local ‘‘advection’’ on Cd. The advection effect is
most evident when /veg50:041 (sparsest case), where A*/P* attains a 90% value near the outlet. At this loca-
tion, both advection and pressure contribute equally to Cd. To explore the interplay between these two
terms further, the regression fit to H(x) are further analyzed, allowing Cd-new to be expressed as a function of
Red with parameters c1, c2, and c3, expressed as

Cd-newðRedÞ5
2gð12/vegÞ

mD
P�ðRedÞ2A�ðRedÞ½ �; (23)

where

Figure 3. Comparison between measured and fitted normalized flow depth H15HðxÞ=H0 along the normalized streamwise direction x1 5 x=L used to determine c1, c2, and c3. The dots
indicate measurements and the line is the fitted logarithmic function. Obvious ‘‘waviness’’ occurs toward the outlet for /veg50:018 and 0.010. These two runs are excluded in the empiri-
cal analysis of the Cd variation with Re.
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P�ðRedÞ5ðSHD2m22ÞRe22
d ; (24)

and

A�ðRedÞ5
SHBmð12/vegÞ

gQD
Red; (25)

with SH defined as the slope of the free surface SH (the negative value of @H=@x)

SH52
@H
@x

5c1exp
c3

c1
2

QD
c1Bmð12/vegÞ

Re21
d

" #
: (26)

The shape of Cd can be discussed in relation to P*–A* variations along x/L. Figure 7 shows how the
parabolic-shaped Cd forms for the densest /veg50:419 (plots a–c) and sparsest /veg50:041 (plots d–f) cases
after removing the two ‘‘wavy’’ surface cases. From equations (19) and (20), P�2A�5SH½1=U221=ðgHÞ�. The
parabolic shape can be explained by noting that the term [1=U221=ðgHÞ] decreases along x because 1=U2

decreases and 1=(gH) increases along the streamwise direction (Figures 7a and 7b for /veg50:419 and Fig-
ures 7d and 7e for /veg50:041) while the SH52@H=@x (nonuniformity) increases along the streamwise
direction (Figures 7b and 7e). Clearly, the product of increasing SH and decreasing (1=U221=gH) with x pro-
vides a plausible explanation for the nonmonotonicity in Cd, which admits a peak when @Cd=@Red50 (Fig-
ures 7c and 7f). It is interesting to note here that SH and P*–A* are constants in x for uniform flows and thus
the nonmonotonous behavior of Cd is associated with the flow nonuniformity. A summary model of the
data that encodes this behavior is now presented.

4.5. A Summary Model for Cd-new

To summarize the above results as a Cd model, a Cd-new in equation (23) is discussed here and is based on c1,
c2, and c3 as a function of the main ‘‘external’’ variable (i.e., /veg) in this experiment (given the constant Q).

Figure 4. Comparison between measured and fitted normalized @H1=@x1 along the normalized streamwise direction x1 5 x=L using the optimized c1 and c2. The dots indicate measure-
ments and the line is the fitted function. It is obvious that ‘‘waviness’’ grows toward the outlet for /veg50:018 and 0.010, introducing additional noise. These two runs are excluded in the
empirical analysis of the Cd variation with Re.
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Figure 5. (a) Empirical Cd-new using data from the flume experiments along with Red5UD=m. (b) Normalized drag coefficient Cd-new=Cd-iso using data from the flume experiments along
with Red5UD=m. (c) Comparison between Cd-new and Cd-array along with Rev5URv=m. (d) Comparison among Cd-iso; Cd-new , and Cd-array along with Rev5URv=m.

Figure 6. Comparison (A*/P*) between the advection (A*) to pressure (P*) components for each /veg case along the normalized streamwise direction x1 5 x=L.
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Naturally, c1, c2 and c3 are dependent on the water depth boundary conditions H0 and Hcr at x=L> 1 as well
as L. As noted earlier, these boundary conditions provide constraints on the relation between c1 to c3 and
Q, H0, and L. To illustrate, note that at x=L50; Hð0Þ5H0 resulting in c35H02c1ln jc2j. Also, for x=L > 1; HðLÞ
� Hcr so that L=c2 � 12exp ðHcr2H0Þ=c1½ � < 1, where Hcr is uniquely determined by Q/B. Hence, various
flow rates, upstream water depth, and vegetation patch length predictably impact c1 to c3, but the focus
here is on /veg. Figure 8 (left) shows the optimized c1 for Runs A to F as a function of /veg. The c1 is reason-
ably approximated by c1 � 0:323/2

veg10:018. When x 5 0 (inlet conditions), the water surface gradient can
be used to determine c1/c2. Figure 8 (right) shows that c1/c2 for Runs A to F also increase with increasing
/veg at a rate given by c1=c2 � 0:258/3=2

veg 10:020. Note when /veg50, the constant terms signify ground
effects, which are not negligible in the absence of vegetation.

To explore the nonmonotonic Cd-Re relation on modeled H(x), the c1 to c3 only derived from /veg are now
used to determined Cd-new that is then inserted into the SVE equation to solve for H(x). Not surprisingly,
acceptable agreement between measured and modeled H(x) is noted in Figure 2. This acceptable agree-
ment supports the locally uniform flow approximation to the Sf closure in SVE despite the significance in
A*/P* over certain regions of the flow domain. It should be noted that the empirical expressions for c1, c2,
and c3 were determined for Q 5 0.00384 m3/s and further investigation is needed to assess whether param-
eter c1 differs across different flow rates (parameters c2 and c3 are constrained by Q, Ho, and L once c1 is
determined). As an independent test to the aforementioned Cd-new model (equation (23)) using a different
configuration, Run E was repeated but with a staggered configuration (hereafter this additional run is
labeled as Run E1). The flow rate was set to Q 5 0.00384 m3/s and the vegetation density is the same as Run
E. Figure 9 shows reasonable agreement between measured and modeled H(x) for this staggered configura-
tion case when adopting the previously derived empirical c1, c2, and c3 in the model calculations suggesting
that the model results are insensitive to the precise vegetation arrangements. A sensitivity analysis was also

Figure 7. Analysis of parabolic-shaped Cd for the (left) densest case /veg50:419 and (right) sparsest case /veg50:041. The individual terms governing P*–A* (panels c and f) are shown in
panels (a)–(b) for the densest case, and (d)–(e) for the sparsest case.
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conducted on c1 and c2 by varying them independently by 10% and 20% for the sparsest and densest cases
with c35H02c1ln jc2j. The nonmonotonic Cd-Re pattern still persisted despite these variations suggesting
that such pattern is not an artifact of the function used to fit H(x).

Figure 8. Regressing (left) c1 upon /veg , and (right) c1/c2 upon /veg using the flume experiments.

Figure 9. Verification of the derived model on a staggered configuration case.
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4.6. Impact of Ground and Sidewall Friction
Recall from the force balance equation (7), the vegetation drag term BFD was compared against the ground
friction term Bð12/vegÞsground , which is given as

Bð12/vegÞsground

BFD
5

1=/veg21
� �

pDfground

16Cd H
: (27)

Ground friction is expected to be negligible when considering the dense vegetation cases. However, to test
whether the impact of ground friction can also be neglected for the sparsest canopy case, additional experi-
ments were conducted. Here the sparsest case, Run F, was selected for illustration. For this run, the
/veg50:041, the averaged H 5 0.05 m, and the averaged Cd 5 1.31. The fground was estimated in the range of
0.01–0.1 from a Moody chart assuming the roughness height ks 5 0.0025 mm for plastic boards is represen-
tative of the board material. Even if fground 5 0.1 is taken as a maximum roughness, the ratio of ground fric-
tion term to vegetation term (equation (27)) gives 5.6%, which provides convincing evidence for neglecting
ground friction relative to vegetation for all eight runs. Similarly, vegetation drag term BFD can be compared
with the sidewall friction term 2Hswall as

2Hswall

BFD
5

pDfwall

8/vegCd B
; (28)

and the sparsest case, Run F, is used as illustration. Even when the extreme roughness condition fwall 5 0.1
is used in equation (28), the ratio of sidewall friction term to vegetation drag term gives 1.9%, which also
confirms the assumption that neglecting the sidewall friction is reasonable for all runs.

5. Conclusion

Following an intense rainfall event, there is ample evidence that water subsidy from crusted bare soil to
vegetated sites is partly responsible for the maintenance of vegetation in arid and semiarid regions. This lat-
eral subsidy tends to be most significant on flat ground where the driving gradient for flow is the gradient
in the free water surface. Reasonable predictions about the volume and extent of the redistribution of water
into vegetated patches are required and operationally employ the SVE subject to closure approximations.
The determination of an appropriate closure model to use for flat vegetated surfaces continues to be one
of the main challenges to such operational models. The flume experiments analyzed here explore a subset
of these challenges with their focus on the effects of flow nonuniformity and vegetation density. They dem-
onstrate that interaction between cylinders (sheltering, blockage, and flow nonuniformity) can significantly
impact the effective friction factor or Manning roughness values used to close to the SVE. Prior calculations
either assume a constant n for the vegetation section or consider an expression linking H to n as derived for
uniform flow canopies. For the latter scheme with a given /veg, the nonuniformity of flow surface leads to a
monotonic n (or f) variation along the streamwise direction. Here the nonuniformity in the flow is shown to
be the leading cause for the nonmonotonic variation in Cd and its associated effects on roughness measures
with increasing Reynolds number (and position).
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